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Electromagnetic relay modeling is elaborated using a magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC). The lumped parameters of the MEC are fitted with respect to 3-D finite-element simulation by using classical optimization algorithms. An accurate dynamic material law has to be taken into account in the modeling, considering the massive core of the circuit. Two accurate dynamical models for representing eddy currents are studied. The simulation of the relay is carried out for several excitation frequencies. A comparison between measurements and simulated quantities is provided.

Index Terms—AC circuit breakers (CBs), eddy currents, magnetic hysteresis, optimization methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

The differential circuit breaker (CB) is essential to ensure life safety. Such a device is composed of three parts: the differential current sensor [1], the electronic circuit, and the electromagnetic relay. To reduce the problem, we focus on the relay that is supposed to be closed. The elaboration of a new prototype requires accurate models [2]. A 3-D field calculation, including accurate dynamical material laws [3] and a coupling with the electrical circuits, would ideally suit the problem, but would lead to prohibitive computation times. Hence, we have chosen a different approach, by considering magnetic equivalent circuits (MECs) [4] with accurate dynamical behavior of the magnetic material. The development of this model requires two successive steps:
1) elaboration of the flux tubes network;
2) introduction of dynamical effects due to eddy current in the different magnetic flux tubes.

An optimization of the lumped parameters of the flux tube network based on automatic algorithms is presented. Two accurate dynamical laws of the magnetic material are considered [5], [6] and tested. Once the association of different flux tubes is carried out, simulations of the relay are performed at several frequencies. An experimental validation will feed the discussion.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELAY

The electromagnetic relay is composed of a magnet, a massive circuit, a mobile vane linked to a spring, and a coil. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the relay (the scales are not respected) with its different parts.

In the initial configuration, the mobile vane is closed. The mobile vane is held in this position thanks to the magnet attraction. When a current appears in the coil, the force created by the spring becomes inferior to the one created by the magnet and the coil; thus, the relay trips.

A. Modeling of the Device

Thanks to 3-D nonlinear FE model results, an a priori MEC is defined. Fig. 2 shows the topology of the flux tubes network. Each part of the relay (magnet, magnetic circuit, air gaps, etc.) is described as a component which requires a set of data. Every flux tube is parameterized by its dimensions (length, section, depth) and its magnetic behavior (linear, nonlinear, dynamical effects or not).

This network contains three kinds of flux tubes.
1) Air-gap or leakage flux tube (three air-gaps flux tubes that are denoted air gap 1... are considered in (Fig. 2); these air gaps are located at the junctions of the mobile vane and the massive circuit).
2) Magnet flux tube: the magnet is split into two tubes (Magnet1, Magnet2) because of the leakage flux tube (escape tube on Fig. 2).
3) Magnetic flux tube (nine flux tubes must be considered to ensure good accuracy).
Each flux tube constitutes a “magnetic circuit component” which must be linked to other magnetic or electrical circuit components [3]. This association fulfills the nodes law (1) and the Ampère’s theorem (2) obtained by analogy between magnetic and electric circuits. The coupling variables are $d\phi/dt$ and $H_i$. (where $\phi$ is the magnetic flux, $H$ is the excitation field on the surface of the flux tube, $I$ is the mean length of the tube, and $N_k, i_k$ is the $k$th MMF source)

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{d\phi_i}{dt} = 0 \quad (1)$$

$$\sum_{j=1}^{n} H_j d_j = \sum_{k=1}^{n} N_k i_k. \quad (2)$$

The magnet characteristics (remanent flux density $B_r$ and relative permeability $\mu_r$) constitute essential data, which define the conditions of tripping the relay. If these data are known, the major criteria are the dimensions of the air gaps and the determination of the leakage flux tubes.

### B. Model Parameters Optimization

In order to determine these parameters, optimization algorithms are used (Nelder–Mead’s simplex, genetic algorithm). The objective function (for both algorithms) is the quadratic error between the resulting mechanical torque on the mobile vane obtained by 3-D FE and MEC models. The fitting parameters are the sections of the air gaps and of the leakage flux tubes. These parameters are initially determined with the method described in [4].

1) **Simplex Algorithm**: The Nelder–Mead simplex method (NMS) is a very powerful local descent direct search method for minimizing a real-valued function $f(x)$ for $x \in \mathbb{R}$. In each iteration, NMS begins with a simplex, specified by its $n+1$ vertices and the associated function values. One or more test points are computed, along with their function values. At the end of each iteration, a new (different) simplex is obtained, so as to satisfy some descent conditions regarding the values of the objective function.

2) **Genetic Algorithm**: At first, $N$ individuals (the population) are created according to a random process. Each individual takes a set of the fitting parameters. Then, in an iterative way, the “fitness” (= objective function) is computed for all individuals, and couples of individuals are “mixed” together so as to obtain a better population, by using “genetic operators” in a way inspired by natural evolution of living organisms.

### C. Optimization Results

Fig. 3 shows the normalized mechanical torque applied on the vane as a function of the imposed remanent flux density $B_r$, computed by using 3-D FE ($T_{FE}$), MEC with initial parameters ($T_{init}$), and optimized parameters with NMS ($T_{simplex}$) and genetic algorithm ($T_{GA}$). One sees that optimized parameters provide a much better fit with FE than initial (not optimized) parameters. In fact, the quadratic error (by taking the FE as reference) has gone up from 24 (for nonoptimized parameters) to 0.24 (simplex) and 0.43 (GA), justifying the fact that the model parameters had to be optimized. The genetic algorithm was not essential; nevertheless, it ensures that the simplex algorithm does not fall into a local minimum. One observes that GA and NMS provide results with comparable accuracy.

### III. MAGNETIC COMPONENT

#### A. Elaboration of Magnetic Components

Each box in Fig. 2 (“components”) represents a magnetic flux tube. The inputs and outputs which allow the different couplings are $d\phi/dt$ and $H_i$. A dynamical behavioral material model must be considered, so as to define the relation between these inputs and outputs. The core which constitutes the relay is thick and the magnetic material is hardly excited (high frequency); a lot of dynamical effects induced in the core can expand. Due to the circuit thickness, Eddy currents are developed in most parts of the circuit. Therefore, an accurate material law has to be taken into account.

Two different models for representing the dynamical effects due to the eddy currents are considered. Both models have to satisfy assumptions related to each basic flux tube, and the same common assumptions can be defined: 1) The study domain is a rectangular sheet where edge effects are neglected, 2) the thickness $d$ of the sheet is much smaller than its width, 3) the magnetic field is supposed to be unidirectional (along the length of the sheet), and 4) the material is isotropic and its conductivity $\sigma$ is homogeneous.

The first model comes from the magnetic-field diffusion (3) reduced to a 1-D formulation [5], [7], [8]

$$\text{curl}(\text{curl}H) = -\sigma \frac{\partial B}{\partial t} \quad (3)$$

Due to the symmetry of the system, this equation is solved numerically by using finite element or finite difference methods on the half-thickness ($d/2$) of the cross section of the sheet. This model is very well suited for representing dynamical effects due to eddy currents in a sheet, provided that an accurate static material law is available. To this aim, the Jiles–Atherton static model is introduced in the diffusion problem for representing the static
hysteresis. The resolution of this diffusion problem allows obtaining local information in the section, which is not accessible by measurement. This model named “local model” obviously considers the skin effect developed in a flux tube. In order to obtain this information, a nonlinear algebraic system has to be solved. This system contains as many equations as the number of spatial discretization nodes of the studied domain. The computation time depends on this spatial discretization and, above all, on the static magnetic model which is used. The second model arises out of the first one. A simple method to homogenize the magnetic diffusion equation along the study domain ($d/2$) is developed in several works [6], [7]. This homogenization allows obtaining a simple (4) associating the output and input of the searched magnetic component

$$H_{\text{glob}} = H_{\text{stat}}(B_a) + \frac{\sigma_d}{12} \frac{\partial B_a}{\partial t} \tag{4}$$

where $B_a$ is the averaged flux density over the cross section of the sheet, $H_{\text{glob}}$ is the excitation field on the surface of the sheet, $H_{\text{stat}}(B_a)$ is the magnetization field associated with $B_a$ calculated from the static material law (the relation between $B_a$ and $H_{\text{stat}}$ is provided by Jiles–Atherton’s static hysteretic model). This model, named “global,” allows computing the averaged flux density as a function of the surface excitation field. The skin effect is obviously neglected. The relevance of this model is to require few computation times, conversely to the “local” model. Minor improvements of both models allow obtaining two different dynamical magnetic components.

B. Experimental Validation

Two dynamical magnetic components are available. In order to choose the more suitable one to modelize the problem, tests of both models have been performed on a sample made of the same material as the relay core. The sample is made of a stack of rings. The thickness of each ring is the same as the thickness of the core building the relay in the aim to respect the development of dynamical effects. The material of the ring is made of NiFe, its conductivity is $2080.10^{2}$ S/m, and the thickness is higher than 1 mm. Tests are performed by considering a 150-Hz frequency sinusoidal magnetization field applied to the surface of the sample. Fig. 4 compares the measured dynamical loops with the ones computed by the “global” and “local” models.

The “local” magnetic component obviously represents the dynamical behavior of the sample more accurately. The skin depth can be estimated to be 0.2 mm. In this case, the magnetic field is not homogeneous in the cross section of the sample. The validity domain of the global model is overshot. Fig. 5 confirms this result by comparing the temporal values of the magnetization fields applied to the surface of the sample, and calculated in the middle of the section ($d/2$) with the local model.

IV. RELAY SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental Protocol

In the aim to validate the relay model, experiments have been performed on the device for different frequencies sine current excitation. For each test performed, the relay is fed with a sine source voltage of amplitude 10 V serially a 1-kΩ resistor. The waveforms of the current and of the induced electromotive force in the coils are measured.

B. Temporal Waveforms

Figs. 6 and 7 show the comparison between the measured and simulated data by considering both dynamical components for 50-Hz and 400-Hz excitation frequencies. $V_m$ and $I_m$ are, respectively, the measured voltage and current. $V_{\text{glob}}$ and $V_{\text{local}}$ are, respectively, the voltages calculated with both global and local models, considering the same current as the measured one.

For a low frequency (50 Hz), both models suit the problem; the global model gives accurate results because the skin effect is not too important. However, for a high frequency (400 Hz), the local model improves the accuracy of the results; the validity domain of the global model is reached.

C. Frequency Behavior

An essential information for relay designers is the estimation of the tripping current as a function of the frequency excita-
tion. The nominal tripping current \( I_{n} \) is defined for 50-Hz frequency operation. Fig. 8 compares the measured and calculated factor \( I_{\text{trig}}/I_{n} \) with both dynamical models, for several excitation frequencies. One observes that as in the previous case, the global model provides good results for low frequencies, but fails at higher frequencies because the skin effect is no longer negligible.

V. CONCLUSION

A dynamical model of an electromagnetic relay is elaborated and analyzed in this paper. For practical applications, this relay has to be associated with a differential CB. In the aim to allow the coupling between the relay model and the electrical circuit equations, an approach of the problem by using an MEC is chosen. The dynamical material behavior must be taken into account accurately, in view of the massive cores building the relay. Two different dynamic magnetic components, both able to represent the dynamic behavior of a flux tube, are presented and tested on a sample. Simulations of the relay are carried out for different working frequencies. The results are quite correct for design purposes, and the computation time remains moderate. Works about the application of the proposed model to represent the dynamical behavior of an industrial differential CB are in progress.
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